
DataShielder HSM from FullSecure® 

Andorra wins the Fortress 2023 

Cybersecurity award 
 

Escaldes-Engordany, Andorra—September 25, 2023—The Business Intelligence Group 
announced that DataShielder HSM from FullSecure has won the Fortress 2023 
Cybersecurity Award in the “Encryption” category. This industry awards program 
aimed to identify and reward the world's leading companies and products working to 
protect our data and electronic assets in the face of a growing threat from hackers. 
 

DataShielder HSM from FullSecure® is an innovative solution that allows you to 
manage and generate different types of tokens (usernames, passwords, certificates, 
encryption keys, etc.) on any type of data storage media, whether connected or not. 
DataShielder HSM uses EviCore HSM OpenPGP and EviCore NFC HSM technologies 
developed by Freemindtronic, an Andorran company leader in NFC HSM 
technologies. These technologies offer a high level of security and performance, by 
encrypting, signing and authenticating data with keys stored in secure contactless 
modules. 

DataShielder HSM is designed to transform any media into a HSM (Hardware 
Security Module), serverless, databaseless, completely anonymous, untraceable 
and undetectable. 
 
DataShielder HSM is a comprehensive ecosystem that addresses many security and 
cybersecurity needs. DataShielder HSM also integrates EviSign technology developed 
by Freemindtronic, which allows documents to be electronically signed with legally 
recognized value. EviSign uses the OpenPGP protocol to guarantee the integrity, 
authenticity and non-repudiation of signatures. EviSign is compatible with all 
document formats (PDF, Word, Excel, pictures, etc.) and can be used with any NFC 
reader or smartphone. 

DataShielder HSM was presented in a Dual-Use version (civil and military) in June 
2022 at Coges Eurosatory, the international defense and security exhibition in Paris. 
This version allows DataShielder HSM to be used for both civil and military 
applications, offering a level of protection adapted to each context. The Dual-Use 
version of DataShielder HSM will be available in civilian version by the end of 2023, to 
meet the growing demand from individuals and professionals keen to protect their 
sensitive data. 

“We are very proud that FullSecure DataShielder HSM is recognized with the 2023 
Fortress Cybersecurity Award,” said Christine Bernard, Director of FullSecure. “Our 
solution provides an innovative and adapted response to current and future 
cybersecurity challenges. We thank the Business Intelligence Group for this 
distinction, as well as our customers and partners for their trust and support.” 

https://freemindtronic.com/eurosatory-2022-discover-village-the-innovations-of-freemindtronic-andorra/


“We are also very happy to be the first Andorran company to have applied for the 
Fortress Cyber Security Award, created in 2018 by the Business Intelligence Group. The 
Business Intelligence Group is an organization that recognizes true talent and superior 
performance in the business world. Its Fortress Cyber Security Award aims to identify 
and recognize the world's leading companies and products. » 

To know more about technologies embedded in DataShielder HSM, you can read the 
articles on EviCore HSM OpenPGP, EviSign HSM, EviCypher HSM et EviKey NFC HSM 
compatible with DataShielder HSM. 

To learn more about the 2023 Fortress Cybersecurity Prize and other winners, you 
can visit the following website: Fortress Cyber Security Award. 

About FullSecure www.fullsecure.com 

FullSecure is an Andorran company specializing in security, cybersecurity and data 
protection solutions. It offers innovative products adapted to the needs of individuals 
and professionals, using the most advanced technologies on the market. FullSecure 
draws on the expertise and know-how of Freemindtronic and aims to offer its 
customers optimal security and peace of mind. 

Contact : Christine BERNARD christine@fullsecure.link Phone : +376 804 500 

About Business Intelligence Group www.bintelligence.com 

The Business Intelligence Group was founded with the mission to recognize true 
talent and superior performance in the business world. Unlike other industry awards 
programs, these programs are judged by business executives with experience and 
knowledge. The organization's proprietary and unique rating system selectively 
measures performance across multiple business areas and rewards companies 
whose achievements stand out from their peers. 

Contact : Maria Jimenez Responsable Business Intelligence Group nominations 

contact@fortresswards.com Phone : +1 909.529,2737 
 

https://freemindtronic.com/evicore-nfc-hsm-the-technology-by-freemindtronic/
https://freemindtronic.com/technology/evisign/
https://freemindtronic.com/contactless-encryption-by-nfc-hsm-from-freemindtronic/
https://freemindtronic.com/evikey-nfc-hsm-data-security-guide/
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